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Abst ract

This paper exam ines the case for usage- based pricing in the Internet by extending earlier

work on congest ion pricing in a single network to the case of mult iple , compet ing carriers

(Mackie -Mason , 1995 ) . A set t lements problem arises in this context because of the need

to allocate revenues among the carriers . The set t lements and pricing problems are closely

related . After deriving the opt imal congest ion prices , we discuss alternat ive set t lements

mechanisms and ident ify a number of the technical and st rategic issues which require

further research before pract ical implementat ion of usage pricing in a mult iple domain
network is feasible .

1 Int roduct ion

The dramat ic growth of Internet t raffic and the expectat ion that ATM services will play

an increasingly important role in the future of the Public Switched Telecommunicat ions Network

( PSTN) are at t ract ing new interest in the econom ics of pricing for packet -based services . Since

the costs of these networks are largely fixed , opt imal usage prices will differ from zero only to

the extent that there are congest ion costs . ?

Our analysis extends the modelling framework presented by Mackie - Mason and Varian

based on a single network domain to the case in which end - to - end network service is supplied by

mult iple , independent carriers who may neither have the informat ion nor the incent ive to
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cooperate in set t ing prices or preparing investment st rategies that are opt imal for the overall

network - of -networks. We show how it may be possible to set opt imal congest ion prices using
3

only local informat ion on costs and t raffic . In addit ion , we exam ine the set t lements problem that

arises with mult iple networks and discuss some of the difficult ies this will present for effect ive

implementat ion of congest ion prices .

2
Congest ion Pricing for Interconnected Networks

Since most of the costs of const ruct ing and maintaining an elect ronic communicat ions

network such as the telephone or Internet networks are largely fixed (or sunk ), the carrier’s

marginal cost for handling addit ional t raffic is close to zero . Therefore, uniform marginal cost

pricing will not allow service providers to recover their costs . This has lead to wide use of non

linear pricing st rategies which usually take the form of mult ipart tari ffs that include separate

charges for access and usage . When carrier costs are not very sensit ive to usage , then it is possible

to recover the bulk of network costs in the form of a flat monthly access fee and as long as the

network’s quali ty -of -service is unaffected by the level of t raffic , usage fees may be undesirable .

However , i f usage is free, then consumers will fai l to take into account the full social costs of

their t raffic . These include the reduct ion in service quali ty that may be experienced by all

subscribers as the network becomes more congested .

Network capacity is lim ited . As network congest ion increases , customers may experience

increased delays , higher error rates , or an increased probabili ty that their t raffic will be blocked .

While the direct variable costs to the service provider may not be affected , this reduct ion in
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service quali ty may impose large social costs on the aggregate community of subscribers . If it

turns out that it is either inexpensive enough or desirable for other reasons to install sufficient

excess capacity that the network remains uncongested even with zero usage prices ( i .e. , consumer

demand for bandwidth is finite at zero prices ) , then these social costs will be small . On the other

hand , i f the network is capacity -const rained , it may be desirable to charge usage prices that reflect
7

the higher social costs associated with increasing congest ion .

There are a number of solut ions available for allocat ing scarce bandwidth among

compet ing users . One of the most obvious is "f i rst come , first served " . In t radit ional

connect ion -oriented telephone networks, each customer receives a fixed allocat ion of bandwidth

unt i l capacity is exhausted . Addit ional calls are blocked . While simple to implement, this st rategy

does not discrim inate among t raffic that may differ widely in its value to customers . This can lead

to an inefficient allocat ion of bandwidth and can encourage wasteful investments by customers

who must compete for the scarce bandwidth . High value uses may be driven to invest in private

networks in order to guarantee access , which could result in higher costs for those who cont inue

to rely on the public network .

A cent ralized call - adm ission or t raffic - cont rol policy could cont rol this direct ly , but this

would require too much informat ion regarding the exact nature of consumer demands. One

obvious alternat ive is to offer priori ty pricing : higher prices for higher quali ty -of -service and

preferent ial access to bandwidth . This induces consumers to self -sort their t raffic in order of value

which can result in significant benefits to both classes of subscribers . Another alternat ive is peak

load or congest ion pricing where users are charged prices that vary with t ime and the availabi li ty
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of resources . When capacity is scarce , prices should be higher to reflect the increased social costs

of congest ion . Telephone networks implement a version of this in the form of off - peak discounts

for evening and weekend calling .*

Specifying the appropriate congest ion price makes it possible to decent ralize

decision -making by forcing subscribers to internalize the full social costs ( i .e. , excess congest ion )
7

imposed on all subscribers to the network . Below , we show that with appropriate assumpt ions ,

it may be possible to compute these prices using only knowledge about local demand and capacity

cost condit ions . While the rat ionale for posit ive congest ion prices is derived from the negat ive

impact congest ion may have on all users of the network -of -networks, it is not usually necessary

to know individual responses to increased congest ion in order to set prices . This is important since

the individual responses to congest ion are not direct ly observable .

Mackie-Mason and Varian provide an analysis of congest ion pricing in a single network .

Their analysis assumes that all network costs are fixed and that subscribers benefit when they

originate calls but suffer when network congest ion increases . Congest ion increases with network

ut i lizat ion , measured as the rat io of aggregate t raffic to network capacity . Since the only

beneficiary of an addit ional call is the originator and since each addit ional call increases network

congest ion , the social externali ty is unambiguously negat ive, which provides the just i f icat ion for

posit ive congest ion prices . - In their framework it is relat ively st raight forward to demonst rate that

the efficient uniform congest ion price is a funct ion of aggregate demand , total capacity costs , and

network capacity . It is not necessary to observe individual consumer demands in order to set

opt imal congest ion prices for an efficient ly -sized network . Since the individual demands are not
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readily observable by the service provider , this result is important. Although it is unclear how the

carrier selects the efficient ly sized network , it is plausible that the carrier m ight be able to forecast

aggregate demand for a single network domain .

We extend the analysis of Mackie-Mason and Varian to the case of M network domains ,

which raises several important issues . First , once there are two or more networks , it is no longer

clear how one should measure the congest ion experienced by a subscriber . In principle, we m ight

expect it to vary depending on the type of calls made ( i .e. , on - net or internet ), the route followed

by the call , and the capacit ies of the various sub -networks . Second , there is the addit ional1

problem of set t lements , or determ ining how usage , and potent ially , access revenues should be

dist ributed among the mult iple carriers. In a dynam ically stable long - run equilibrium , each must

recover sufficient revenues to cover its network costs . In general , this will require t ransferring

revenue among the carriers . The mechanism chosen for mediat ing these t ransfers (e.g. , on the

basis of calls handled ) may affect carriers ’ incent ives to manipulate their congest ion status , which

in turn may influence the set t ing of congest ion prices . To address these issues , we modify the

earlier modelling framework as follows:

Let there be M networks , each of which has N ; total subscribers . A type " ij " subscriber

makes calls that originate on network " i " and term inate on network " j ". These calls are

t ransported across each of the networks along the route followed by type " ij " calls . Let

R ( i j ) < M denote the subset of networks which are included in the route of call " i j ". To

simplify the analysis we assume each subscriber makes a unique type of call and that the

call follows a unique path through the network - of-networks . Let Z = {i j such that i jeM }
=
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designate the set of all possible types of calls . The total number of subscribers on the ith

network are given by N ; = LjeveNj.

Let UV -
U *(xi i,Q� ) be the ut i li ty of a type " i j" consumer , where x ; is the number of type

" i j " calls and Q’ is the congest ion experienced by type " ij " calls . Following Mackie- Mason

and Varian , assume that ut i li ty is weakly increasing in calls originated and is weakly

decreasing in the level of congest ion ( i .e. , QU "/ ax;20 and QU / CQ"50).

The level of congest ion , Q� , provides an inverse proxy for the quali ty -of -service

experienced by " i j " calls . It could be measured in a wide variety of ways such as the level

of average delay , the maximum potent ial delay , the bit error rate , the delay j i t ter , the

blocking probabili ty, or some weighted average of all of these . In general , we m ight

expect it to be a weakly increasing funct ion of the volume of each type of t raffic and a

weakly decreasing funct ion of each network’s capacity . We further specialize the analysis

by assum ing that congest ion is measured in terms of the average end - to -end delay and that

this is simply the sum of the average delay expected at each switching node along the call’s

route , or ,

QU = DIY� ] ( 1)
KER ( )

where D [Yk ) is the average delay on the kth sub - network along the route . We assume that

D [ . ) is a cont inuous , monotonically increasing funct ion of network ut i lizat ion , which is

defined as the aggregate t raffic handled by network " k " divided by its capacity ( i .e. ,

Yk -
Xk/ K ).
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The aggregate t raffic carried by the ich network , X ;, consists of on - net and internet t raffic .

On - net t raffic both originates and term inates on the same network . The internet t raffic may

be divided into t raffic that originates ( term inates) on the jih network , but term inates

(originates ) on another network and pure t ransit t raffic . The total t raffic that originates

on network " i " equals Xion + X ; of where iX 04Nx is the on - net t raffic and;
On Oif

X ; " = tex.ink Nik Xik is the internet t raffic . The internet t raffic that either term inates on
=

network " i " or is pure t ransit t raffic is given by X’n = _ xj � z, kri , ieR(kj)NxjXkj Therefore,. -

On Off
X ; = X ;01 + X ; " + X ;

Assume two -part tari ffs and voluntary part icipat ion and that the "sender -pays ", so that the1

surplus realized by consumer " i j" is U (Xij,Q� )-P. X; -T;20 in equilibrium , where Pij
is the

total congest ion charge for call " i j " and T; is the fixed access charge for network " i " .

Assume that all network costs are fixed and that the costs of each sub - network depend only

on the capacity of that sub - network . Let the cost of the jih network be described by a

cont inuous , different iable funct ion C ’(K :) .

Finally , we define social welfare as the sum of consumer and producer surplus and assume
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that there are no external subsidies allowed .

With the above assumpt ions and in the absence of set t lements , the profi t realized by the

ich network service provider can be computed as the sum of access and usage revenues less

network costs :

II’ = N,7,+ [ N,P4, -c ’( K )� � ,, - C � ) ( 2 )jEM

The third term is the net lump sum transfer received by the ich network . i . The assumpt ion of

voluntary part icipat ion implies that I must be weakly posit ive in equilibrium . Total welfare may

be computed as :

W - � � � (U1- P,, - � ) + � � ’
+

(3 )TEM ; EM SM

In the absence of set t lements , one finds the opt imal congest ion prices for an equilibrium

sized network from inspect ion of the first order condit ion for maxim izing social welfare with

respect to each type of t raffic . Each of these first order condit ions is of the form :

� � aur Ik

= = N aulk ag "
� � ,

aoaq " @x ,

IK

axis axj
Ik )IK Zij

( 4 )
i j

Iks ! )

The second term is the negat ive externali ty imposed on other network subscribers from increased
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congest ion when type " ij " consumers increase their calling . In order to induce a type " i j "

subscriber to internalize the effects of her calling , congest ion prices should be set so that :

Puj -� ( � .
ulk al."

;

- ) - ( N.

� � & � x,
(N , -1)

aq " dx,

-1).Qu"
agi

Ik
Ikez

Ikri j

(5 )

The first term on the right side of Equat ion ( 5 ) represents the congest ion externali ty imposed on

other subscribers whose t raffic is carried on the ich network , while the last term is the congest ion

externali ty imposed on other type " ij " subscribers . Subst i tut ing further for Q� in (5 ) and re

arranging yields :

Dij
=

; --
�

D

( �

KnK

TER( Ik )

Y ( [ NU )
N,Ulk

( 6 )
neR( 1) Ik Z

where Day = � D ( Y ) / a > , and Ulko = 2U / aQ’k. Note that, since network ut i lizat ion may vary , we
n

cannot assume that the marginal increase in delay is constant for all networks . Therefore, we

retain the " n " superscript to rem ind ourselves that Dy ought to be computed for each network

along the route of call " i j ". If we further assume that network service providers earn zero profi ts

( i .e. , that the markets are contestablelo , then we can compute the opt imal access charge

incorporat ing the opt imal values for X , p and K into the service providers ’ profi t funct ions. 11
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With a single network as in Mackie- Mason and Varian , the opt imal congest ion price is

given by :

-
�

N - 12U OD

� � � � �
(7)

In the case where M =2 , there are only four types of calls : " 11" and " 22 " on - net t raffic ;

and " 12 " and " 21" internet t raffic . We can use the formula in Equat ion 7 to compute the opt imal

congest ion prices for the three types of t raffic as follows:

Pu:-D:10,404( !!
12

+ NU
� 12 N2,021U? ( 8 )

K

2
D ?

P22 -(
NU22 -21

e N2 , U ? ’ .)+ N 2012
2

+
212

K ?

(9 )

D 1

P12 Y( N Ullo + N2U "?, + N2,U ?! )
" , N.K ,1

D
22

Y( N
( 10 )

+ V .. ??
22 + V, U21

)21
K ,

= P.

O

Paz= P21

Thus , the opt imal congest ion price for internet calls should be equal to the sum of the

congest ion prices for on - net calls . This is intuit ively sat isfying because an internet call congests

both networks , whereas an on- net call congests only the network that carries it . This result

generalizes to the case of M networks : to find the opt imal congest ion price for a call " i j ", one

should add the opt imal on- net congest ion prices for each node along the route ( i .e. , for the subset1

of networks in R ( i j ) ).
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When the above pricing results are combined with the first order condit ions used to

compute the welfare maxim izing levels of capacity for each of the M networks , we obtain the

following relat ionship :

aw
Ik

ac ’( K )= � �
( N ,Ulk eIk

� � , IKEZ

jER( Ik )
ak ; ak ;

aCl ( K )

( 11)
XDI

* �
Nulk

Ik

( K,)? IREZ ak ;jER( Ik )

Of ,

ac ’( K ) K
Pii ( 12 )

� �ak ; X ,

This is analogous to the result in Mackie- Mason and Varian , and shows that it is possible to

compute the opt imal on - net congest ion charge based on local informat ion ( i .e. , without direct

knowledge of the ut i li ty funct ions for the individual subscribers ) at equilibrium . As long as each

sub -network charges each packet it carries Pi ’, the total congest ion revenues collected by network

" i " wi ll provide it with the proper signal for when to expand capacity ( i .e. , when congest ion

revenues exceed the value of the sub - network’s capacity valued at the marginal cost of addit ional

capacity ) .

Three points are worth not ing about this result . First , the opt imal solut ion requires that

internet t raffic should face higher end -to - end congest ion charges because it results in more

congest ion per m inute than does on - net t raffic . In general, each type of t raffic that has a different

impact on overall congest ion should face a different end - to - end congest ion price . This is a form
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of " congest ion priori ty pricing ’, which is analogous to other priori ty pricing schemes in its intent

but is mot ivated by a slight ly different need . In priori ty pricing , subscribers who are less

congest ion sensit ive accept a lower quali ty of service in return for a lower price . In the example

cited above , it would be opt imal to charge different rates for internet and on -net t raffic even if all

consumers had ident ical preferences with respect to congest ion .

Second , the sub -networks will need to account for all of the t raffic that passes across their

networks in order to set efficient local congest ion prices , and subscribers will have to be bi lled

for the sum of these prices along the least cost route . One solut ion is to have a " pay -as -you - go ’’

bi lling scheme , where each network charges each packet handled its on - net congest ion price and

bills the consumer direct ly . Alternat ively , the customer could be billed by the originat ing network ,

but then the originat ing network would need to know what the sum of the congest ion prices are

along the rest of least cost route ( i .e. , Pi j’ - Pii ’) in order to set the appropriate price for a type " i j"

11

call .

If there are at most two networks involved in every internet call ( i .e. , there are no t ransit

networks ) , networks could bi ll each other for term inat ing calls . " This would provide each

sub -network with the informat ion about the appropriate term inat ion charge for a call and the total
a

congest ion revenue collected would provide an accurate signal of whether it was advisable to

expand capacity

Another solut ion is to have the networks cont inuously update each other regarding their

congest ion charges , which would allow the originat ing network to compute Pij direct ly . This may

be the case in a least cost rout ing environment . If rout ing is hop - by- hop , then the appropriate
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congest ion charge could be passed back up the chain if each node billed t raffic the sum of its

on - net cost plus the cost charged to term inate the call at the next link in the chain . For example ,

in a call that will be routed from 1 to 2 to 3 , network 2 should charge network " 1 " the price P22

+ P33 ’, which will allow network 1 to compute the appropriate end - to - end charge without direct

knowledge of network 3’s congest ion status .

In all of these solut ions , it is possible for the networks to exchange the required

informat ion in the form of t raffic account ing data without actually making what m ight amount to

sizable revenue transfers in both direct ions . However , it is important for the networks to account

for the congest ion charges associated with term inat ing or t ransm it t ing t raffic that originates on

other networks. Failure to include this t raffic may either result in on - net prices that are too high

or the fai lure to invest in adequate network capacity when such investment is appropriate .

Third and finally, while the abili ty to compute opt imal prices based solely on local

condit ions holds at equilibrium , it is not clear how equilibrium would be at tained in a network - of

networks without the sharing of aggregate demand informat ion among the carriers. Although

Mackie -Mason and Varian do not address this point direct ly , i t seems somewhat more plausible

in the context of a single network domain that the carrier would be able to forecast aggregate

demand . In the network - of - networks context , the individual carrier would need to forecast the

demands of all subscribers on all networks in order to ident ify the efficient configurat ion of sub

network capacit ies . While a bet ter understanding of how this equilibrium solut ion m ight emerge

and its stabi li ty propert ies is obviously important i f congest ion pricing is to prove useful, further

considerat ion of pricing dynam ics is beyond the scope of the present paper . The result presented
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here is most useful in highlight ing the addit ional complexit ies int roduced when network ownership

is fragmented .

3 Opt imal Congest ion Prices and Set t lements

To understand why a set t lements problem arises in a network - of - networks , i t is sufficient9

to consider a very simple example with just two networks . Assum ing no set t lements , opt imal

congest ion prices , and originat ion - network billing , each network will earn profi ts of :

II’ = N ,T, + X,O"Du ’+ X0191, + P22 ) - C ’(K )XP 1019811 (
-

( 13 )

II? = N212 + X20" P.22 + x,off , ’+ P 22 ’) - C � ( Kn )(0,1 ( 14 )

If the network - of -networks is to recover its costs without external subsidies then the sum of the

profi ts of the const i tuent networks must be weakly posit ive . In the absence of set t lements , the

profi ts of each network must be weakly posit ive . This imposes a st ronger const raint on the

opt im izat ion problem and may require distort ing the opt imal solut ion in order to be sat isfied .

If the markets were contestable ( free - ent ry ) or under appropriate rate of return regulat ion ,

service providers m ight be expected to earn zero econom ic profi ts. Set t ing II ’ = , subst i tut ing

for the efficient congest ion prices and re - arranging yields the following result ( which is analogous

to the result in Mackie -Mason and Varian :
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TM
1 - ac ’(x ) K.P **** -P., X,***

K Puroff off

ak , C ’( K )C C ’( K )C ’( K )
( 15 )

The left hand side gives the share of network costs that must be recovered via the flat access fees

in order for the network to recover its costs . The second term on the right drops out i f there is

only one network , or i f t raffic flows are balanced and the opt imal congest ion prices are ident ical .

In either of these special cases , the share of network costs that are recovered via the flat access

fee increases towards one as the rat io of marginal to average capacity costs goes to zero . In the

mult iple network case , however , it is unlikely that t raffic flows would be ident ically balanced or

that the opt imal congest ion prices will be equal .

In the fully symmetric case with equal numbers of on - net and internet callers and ident ical

costs for each network , the opt imal congest ion prices , access fees, t raffic and capacity for each

network will be ident ical . There will not be a set t lements problem . Consider what happens ,

however , i f the subscribers are dist ributed asymmetrically such that a larger share of the internet

callers are located on network 1. Under our assumpt ions, the network congest ion caused by a call

depends on the route followed but not the direct ion of the route ( i .e. , call " 12 " causes the same

1

congest ion as call "21’’) , so this change should not affect the opt imal access and congest ion

charges faced by consumers . 13 Under the original solut ion , however , Network 2 will fai l to

recover its costs .

In the absence of set t lements , there are a number of approaches that may be used to resolve

this problem . First , i f part icipat ion is not an issue , we could allow asymmetric access charges ,
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with Network 2 charging an access fee that is sufficient to recover its higher costs . While this

solut ion may be efficient, it may not be perceived as equitable . One could argue that it is unfair

that consumers on Network 2 face higher access charges since consumers on Network I also

benefit from the reduct ion in overall congest ion when Network 2’s capacity expands .

Second , i f we const rain ourselves to uniform access pricing , i t may st i ll be possible to

implement the efficient capacity and congest ion pricing solut ion by charging higher access fees

to all subscribers . In this case , we would need to prevent ent ry compet it ion for network I since

it wi ll earn posit ive profi ts at p ’ and the new , higher T " .

Third and finally, i f we const rain ourselves both to free-ent ry and to uniform pricing , then

it wi ll be opt imal generally to modify both usage and access fees , and in general , we will not be

able to achieve the same level of total surplus as in the unconst rained problem . This problem

arises because in a zero -profi t equilibrium , it is possible that sizable congest ion revenues will be

collected from subscribers in order to induce them to properly internalize the welfare implicat ions

of increased calling . These congest ion revenues will perm it firms to charge lower access fees than

would be necessary in the absence of congest ion charges , but the sum of these congest ion charges

and access fees may be insufficient to recover the costs of all of the networks in the opt imal

solut ion . In a " sender -keep -all ", " no set t lements " world it would be possible for an uncongested ,

upst ream network that originates a disproport ionate amount of t raffic to collect most of the

congest ion revenue .
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44
Implementat ion Issues

The discussion in the preceding two sect ions demonst rated that congest ion pricing in a

network - of -networks is significant ly more challenging than may have been apparent from

considerat ion of the case of a single network domain . In the following two sect ions, we ident ify

addit ional complicat ions which will need to be addressed before it is pract ical to implement

congest ion pricing . Broadly , these can be classified as technical and st rategic . Our goal is to

suggest important topics for further research , rather than to posit solut ions , which in any case ,

is well beyond the scope of the present paper .

4.1 Technical Implementat ion Considerat ions

The result that decent ralized congest ion pricing is opt imal is important from a pract ical

perspect ive . It means that the decent ralizat ion of network cont rol , by itself , does not necessitate

the sharing of informat ion of the congest ion state of neighboring networks . At the opt imum , each

network can compute a single congest ion price based on local demand and cost informat ion . While

this result is encouraging , there are numerous other pract ical problems which would need to be

addressed . 15 A part ial list includes the interact ion among applicat ion types , network architecture ,

and account ing; type of service considerat ions , and account ing overhead ( i .e. , how much will i t

cost to modify network hardware and software ? ). These concerns ( and others) have given rise to

arguments that simple packet count ing is not an adequate basis for set t lements . 16

In addit ion to these issues , there are several addit ional considerat ions which require further

invest igat ion :
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Congest ion prices work by forcing subscribers to internalize the congest ion externali ty

caused by their use of the network . If the total congest ion price of a packet is the sum of the

congest ion prices of the networks it t raverses , the user must be aware of the congest ion price

before the packet is sent . This requires ( 1) that all price informat ion is cont inuously available to

all users ( or subnetworks to which users are at tached ) and (2 ) that the user (or subnetwork ) know

the route a packet will take in advance . Requirement ( 1) places an informat ion flow requirement

on all of the networks that may be substant ial , depending on how the congest ion pricing scheme

is implemented. Requirement (2 ) is reasonable for connect ion -oriented network services but may

not be for connect ionless network services , depending on the rout ing scheme used and the

frequency with which congest ion prices change.

Even if congest ion prices are implemented , and price informat ion is dispersed

appropriately , there is st i ll the quest ion of bi lling for network service. There have been a number

of approaches that have been proposed for account ing and billing in networked informat ion

17
systems.! Before any of these approaches can be applied , however , an overall collect ion and

billing st rategy must be ident if ied .

Comput ing aC ( K ;)/ aK ; is likely to be difficult in a complex subnetwork consist ing of many

components. While we use the term "capacity ’ ’ fairly loosely here , its precise definit ion is more

1
elusive , since " capacity " can be affected by network management , congest ion cont rol techniques,

etc , in addit ion to direct investments in network faci li t ies.

Our solut ion does not easi ly adapt to mult icast .

We assume that any " receiver -pays" scheme will be handled externally , perhaps using
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technology like NetBill . 18

The way in which these detai ls are resolved mat ters . If the originat ing network supplies

the end - to - end price to the user and performs the bi lling , set t lements may be necessary . If each

individual network announces price and bills separately , then addit ional user software is necessary

to present a consolidated congest ion price ( and perhaps a bi ll ) to the end user . "

The congest ion pricing we have analyzed here does not include mult iple service classes ,

such as "real t ime ’’ or " best effort ’ ’. It is widely ant icipated by computer science researchers that

some form of performance guarantee will be needed to implement real t ime t raffic.20 Parris and

Ferrari argued that different service classes require different prices . ? ! Stahl and Whinston have
21

considered client - server comput ing with priori ty classes . The st ructure of their analysis can inform

the problem of mult iple service classes in networks with congest ion externali t ies as well.22

4.2
Strategic Implementat ion Considerat ions

In the preceding discussion , we have assumed that network providers do not have market

power and hence will not be able to bias their pricing , network capacity or interconnect ion

decisions either to ext ract consumer surplus or to protect surplus profi ts . If market power is

significant in a privat ized Internet, then there will be myriad ways in which service providers may

seek to distort either congest ion pricing or the set t lements mechanism . For example , a t ransit

network that cont rolled a bot t leneck faci li ty would have an incent ive to distort its prices for access

( interconnect ion ) and usage fees in order to ext ract monopoly rents . It may charge lower or higher

than opt imal usage fees, depending on the relat ionship between inframarginal and marginal
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subscriber responses .

If monopoly rents are collected by any of the carriers , then the set t lements mechanism

would provide a vehicle for dist ribut ing those rents . Bargaining over the dist ribut ion of these rents
a

is likely to prove content ious , which will further complicate implementat ion of a set t lements

process . Int roducing set t lements into network profi t calculat ions will influence their behavior .

From the discussion in the preceding sect ion , it should be clear that monitoring individual

subscriber or sub - network behavior would be difficult , and hence , carriers may have an incent ive

to m isrepresent their t raffic congest ion status in order to capture a larger share of any set t lements

revenue . There is a principal - agent problem that must be resolved . Fai lure to agree on an

appropriate set t lements mechanism may cause the network of networks to fragment.

In the past , concerns over excess market power provided the just i f icat ion for regulat ion

of the cable television and telephone indust ries . In recent years , disaffect ion with t radit ional

regulatory remedies and advances in technology that have reduced ent ry barriers have encouraged

a t rend towards increased reliance on market forces . While the diff icult ies posed by imperfect

compet it ion are worthy of significant research at tent ion , they go beyond the scope of the present

paper . However , even if we rest rict ourselves to the (perhaps dubious ) case of contestable carrier

markets , we cannot presume that all subscribers will be equally represented or influent ial in

determ ining how future networks will evolve .

For example , in our model , there is a fundamental tension between subscribers who make

different types of calls . On - net and internet callers each would like to see the other’s t raffic

m inim ized and hence would prefer to see the other face higher prices . This may have implicat ions
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for customer at t i tudes towards the efficient implementat ion of congest ion pricing and towards the

debate about emerging not ions of " universal service ’ ’ for the Internet .- As noted above , efficient

prices should discrim inate among on - net and internet t raffic and non - zero set t lements offer one

mechanism for implement ing these higher prices .

Let us suppose that the network community can be convinced of the advisabili ty of

congest ion pricing , and that the debate has turned to the need to discrim inate among different

types of t raffic . ? + Since efficient congest ion pricing implies that internet t raffic should face higher

prices , these callers would have an incent ive to argue against price discrim inat ion while on - net

subscribers would take the opposite posit ion . Since the set t lements mechanism which is chosen

is likely to affect the feasibi li ty of implement ing price discrim inat ion , there may be a bias from

" internet- type " callers in favor of zero - set t lements mechanisms.? Consider what m ight happen
25

in negot iat ions between the subscriber communit ies of a large and a small network with symmetric

calling among pairs of subscribers . In aggregate , subscribers on the larger network are more likely

to make on - net calls while subscribers on the smaller network are more likely to make internet

calls . Thus , under congest ion pricing , subscribers on the larger network should press for a

complex set t lements mechanism that faci li tates charging for term inat ion t raffic , while subscribers

on the smaller network may argue for zero set t lements . The point of this discussion is to suggest

how even in the absence of market power by service providers , the poli t ical debate over opt imal

pricing may be distorted by private econom ic interests .

The fai lure to adopt opt imal congest ion prices may influence the choice of where

subscribers choose to originate their t raffic , although not all subscribers are likely to face the same
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f lexibi li ty. For example, opt imal congest ion prices should be ident ical regardless of the direct ion

in which a part icular calling route is followed . If , however , Pi > Pithen sophist icated callers will

have an incent ive to originate their calls from network j . It is not necessary for a caller to

physically locate on another network since she could use an inexpensive call to set - up the return

originat ion call.26 Generally , rate arbit rage that results in sim ilar end - to - end congest ion charges

for t raffic with sim ilar congest ion ( quali ty -of - service) characterist ics would be welfare improving .

However , such arbit rage may not occur on a sufficient ly large scale and may leave unsophist icated

subscribers at a disadvantage .

Content providers are another class of sophist icated subscribers who may seek to influence

the set t ing of usage prices.27 Generically , we might presume that they would like to see relat ively

low network access and usage fees so that consumers have more surplus to spend on content .

Ideally , they m ight like to see network services provided free ( subsidized by general tax revenues

which would include non - subscribers ) . Alternat ively , i f the typical content customer is an

inframarginal consumer of network services , they may prefer higher than opt imal access fees in

return for lower than opt imal usage fees . Although this scenario need not be the case , we suggest

it to i llust rate why the establishment of usage pricing is likely to be content ious .

5
Summary and Conclusions

We believe usage pricing is both desirable and unavoidable for the Internet . We also

believe that there is st i ll much research that needs to be done to bet ter understand both the

theoret ical and pract ical issues that arise in a network -of -networks . This paper offers a first step
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towards exam ining the dual problem of congest ion pricing and set t lements in such an

environment. We proceed by extending the analysis of a single network domain included in

Mackie -Mason and Varian to the case of mult iple networks . This analysis shows that the end -to

end congest ion price should equal the sum of the on - net congest ion prices of each of the networks

along the route . In an efficient ly sized network , these prices may be computed using only local

cost and t raffic informat ion . This is important i f network cont rol is to be decent ralized .

In the absence of cent ralized coordinat ion, the networks need to share congest ion pricing

informat ion so that the originat ing networks can know what price to set for end - to - end service .

A set t lements process that requires networks to bi ll each other for term inat ing t raffic offers one

mechanism for conveying this informat ion . This provides one rat ionale for the linkage between

the two problems . A second rat ionale stems from the need for each network to recover its costs .

If prices are set so as to induce opt imal consumer behavior by forcing them to internalize the

welfare implicat ions of their behavior for the network -of -networks, then individual firms may fai l

to recover sufficient revenue in the absence of set t lements .

Even in an world where firms do not have market power , revenue transfers among service

providers ( i .e. , set t lements ) are likely to be necessary and since the amount of revenue transferred

is likely to depend on both the volume of t raffic and the price faced by consumers , congest ion

pricing and set t lements issues are not readily separable . We demonst rate this using a simple case

of two networks . Further , we argue that the nature of the set t lements problem depends on the

technology of the networks being used to deliver service as well as the design of the set t lements

mechanism .
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Our analysis focused on the case where carriers do not have market power . If this

assumpt ion is not valid , then the problem becomes considerably more complex , since st rategic

interact ions among the service providers must be considered . In addit ion , we concent rated on the

situat ion where a network provides a single type of service , as in today’s Internet . If mult iple

service classes exist , as may be necessary with the emerging ATM - based networks , or i f a scheme

such as the " smart market ’’or " precedence ’’ is used to provide price- based priori ty , addit ional

factors may need to be considered . 28 Finally , our analysis is stat ic and does not consider the

important quest ion of how the efficient pricing equilibrium is at tained nor whether it is stable . A

dynam ic analysis raises numerous technical problems that must be solved ( not the least of which

is the user interface ). There are also a host of new econom ic issues that arise under a dynam ic

analysis , part icularly i f a set t lements st rategy is included explici t ly in the analysis. There is clearly

much more work that needs to be done in the area of generalizing this analysis from an econom ic

perspect ive and in applying it to specific network implementat ions , both stat ically and

dynam ically .
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